
Geoff swift is here: effectively COO/ CFO of Bates 
● 10 person senior staff, 4 people represent student body (head of admissions, dean of 

students, head of advancement (works w advancement), dean of faculty), president, 
president’s special staff, head of board, sean finnlan, noel chaddock, jeff swift 

● Roles: accounting, budgeting, oversee facilities (two-pronged approach: projects and 
project managers, jay phillips and facilities operations) 

● Dining: christine schwartz 
● Questions 

○ What is responsible for increase in tuition? 
■ Providing a liberal arts education is expensive 
■ What are total expenses? 

● 65% are people (500 staff, 250 faculty): compensation, benefits 
○ Every dollar an institution spends on a person ends up 

being about 30% larger than the direct compensation was 
○ Labor costs go up 
○ Research is important 

● 2 million square ft, 50 buildings 
● <20% are facilities (capital, debt, utilities (3% of overall budget) 
● Everything else: tangential (software, food) 
● Want to provide “best student experience we can” 

○ Increase in cost as the proportion of adjunct professors increases 
■ People costs 
■ Minimum wage in maine has risen 10% over the last few years 
■ Trying to get best faculty 
■ Hourly wages for faculty are increasing  
■ 2 biggest assets: endowment, facilities 

○ When was the decision made to raise tuition? How is the basic ‘number’ of tuition 
decided? 

■ Not “set” each year, more of working with knowledge they had 
■ Know what current tuition is, know pressures on costs, know number of 

students currently attending, make sure physical campus attracts 
students going forward 

■ 2 sources of funding for everything on campus: tuition dollars, 
philanthropy 

■ Have been increasing tuition around 3% over the last few years, higher 
over the last decade 

■ Increased commitment to financial aid 
■ What is current tuition? How do we balance the needs of the institution? 

How are we smart with the resources we have?  
■ Decide in spring of each year  
■ Bates has been increasing tuition rate more modestly than other schools 

have  
○ When was the decision to build a new STEM facility made? 



■ Would never happen without philanthropy 
■ Origin: institutional assessment done early in Clayton’s years as president 

on state of Dana and Carnegie (2015-2016) 
● Wouldn’t recruit kind of faculty we need without it 

■ Can’t steer where philanthropy goes, Bonney was large contributor 
○ How will our tuition affect workers at Bates?  

■ Pay salaries 
■ We moderate expenses where we can, we increase pay when we can 
■ $6 million in annual fund contributions because we pay people to ask 

them for it 
■ 12% of revenue is from endowment 
■ outsourcing from Hall Capital 
■ Grow endowment by 8%, withdraw 5%, have 3% 
■ Fear that endowment will end up being taxed 

● Won’t happen unless we get a bigger endowment, if the standard 
for taxation becomes lower 

○ Tuition hikes for international students 
■ International students don’t pay a higher flat rate: financial aid reduces 

certain costs 
■ Perspective of Bates: need-based financial aid 
■ No merit-based aid given here 

○ Class inequality at Bates 
■ Data doesn’t seem to fit well with anecdotes of student experience 
■ “It is a real concern” 
■ Will the price continue to go up? If we like what we experience, then 

probably 
■ The things we could cut are key to fundamental student experience 
■ Cuts: accounting, energy,  
■ Anything that grows faster than 3% has to be moderated by something 

that doesn’t 
■ Self-insured on health care 
■ Plaza was an investment but we hope it will bring returns/cut costs in 

future 
■ Scourge of college debt is students who go to school, get in debt, and 

don’t graduate 
○ Vote!  

Vacancies to fill for the junior class: special election? 
● Reach out to Helen and Emily to see if they want to be reps: 7-0-1 


